Bilgi University August 27-29, 2015
First meeting of the Lead Authors

August 27th

11:00  Opening of Registration
ÇSM Building, Main Hall
Snacks available, directions to restaurants in the area
Wifi connection: BilgiGuest network (no password)

13:30-14:00  (Plenary) General welcome
ÇSM Building, Room 404
Chair: Marie-Laure Djelic
Speakers: Bilgi University Rector, Amartya Sen, Mustapha Nabli, Shalini Randeria, Ravi Kanbur, Olivier Bouin, Marc Fleurbaey, Thomas Maettig, Gustaf Arrhenius

14:00-16:00  (Plenary) Presentation of the Panel
ÇSM Building, Room 404
Chair: Olivier Bouin
Speakers: Marc Fleurbaey (Steering Committee), Ravi Kanbur (Scientific Council)
Agenda: Mission of the Panel, orientation of the report, organization of work and drafting process (including revisions), role of various authors and assistants, cross-cut issues, final products

16:00-16:30  Break

16:30-18:30  Chapter meetings
Agenda: introduction of team members, start discussion about outline
Room assignment: Each room is equipped with wifi, computer, sound. Please bring your laptops.
Please make sure someone in your chapter has a skype ID for skype communication, and credit on his/her skype account, in order to be able to call phone numbers if you need to call authors who do not attend the meeting and are reachable only by phone.
Wifi connection: BilgiGuest network (no password)

Chapter 1: Building ÇSM, Room 502
Chapter 2: Building ÇSM, Room 201
Chapter 3: Building ÇSM, Room 202
Chapter 4: Building ÇSM, Room 203
Chapter 5: Building ÇSM, Room 204
Chapter 6: Building ÇSM, Room 503
Chapter 7: Building ÇSM, Room 205
Chapter 8: Building ÇSM, Room 504
Chapter 9: Building ÇSM, Room 206
Chapter 10: Building ÇSM, Room 102
Chapter 11: Building E2, Room 104
Chapter 12: Building E2, Room 105
Chapter 13: Building E2, Room 106
Chapter 14: Building E2, Room 210
Chapter 15: Building E2, Room 109
Chapter 16: Building E2, Room 203
Chapter 17: Building E2, Room 221
Chapter 18: Building E2, Room 303
Chapter 19: Building ÇSM, Room 401
Chapter 20: Building E2, Room 213

Shuttle from venue to hotel: 19:00
**August 28th**

**8:45-9:30**  Management meeting (CLAs only)
*Building ÇSM, Room 402*
Chair: Olivier Bouin, Marc Fleurbaey, Ravi Kanbur
Agenda: Cross-cut meetings of the day, preparation of final plenary, Q&A about Chapter work

**9:30-11:00**  Chapter meetings
Agenda: Revision of outline
Same room assignment

**11:30-13:00**  Chapter meetings and cross-cut meetings
Agenda: Coordination between chapters.
Room assignment for chapter meetings

**Cross-cut meetings**
Who attends the cross-cut meetings: chapters listed below are invited to send one delegate.
Room assignment for cross-cut meetings

| **Migrations** (Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20) |
| Building ÇSM, Room 402 |
| **Social movements** (Chapters: all) |
| Building ÇSM, Room 403 |
| **Health** (Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17) |
| Building E4, Room 205 |
| **Globalization** (Chapters: all) |
| Building ÇSM, Room 404 |

**13:00-14:30**  Lunch break
*Restaurant near ÇSM*

**14:30-16:30**  Chapter meetings and cross-cut meetings
Same room assignment

**17:00-18:30**  Chapter meetings
Agenda: Preparation of final plenary
Same room assignment

**18:30-19:30**  Management meeting (CLAs and cross-cut chairs only)
*Building ÇSM, Room 402*
Chair: Olivier Bouin, Marc Fleurbaey, Ravi Kanbur
Agenda: Report on cross-cuts, Q&A about chapter work, preparation of final plenary

**20:30**  Gala dinner

Shuttle from hotel to venue: 8:30 and 9:00
Shuttle from venue to dinner: 20:00
Shuttle from dinner to hotel: 00:00
**August 29th**

9:00-11:30  (Plenary) Presentation by chapters and general discussion

*Building ÇSM, Room 404*

Chair: Marie-Laure Djelic
Speakers: One per chapter

9.00-9.20: Chapters 1-2 (Introductory part)
9.20-10.05: Chapters 3-8 (Part I)
10.05-10.40: Chapters 9-13 (Part II)
10.40-11.30: Chapters 14-20 (Part III)

12:00-13:00  (Plenary) Conclusion and planning

*Building ÇSM, Room 404*

Chair: Ravi Kanbur
Speakers: Olivier Bouin, Marc Fleurbaey
Agenda: Chapter workshops, funding, process, timeline

13:00-14:00  Lunch

*Restaurant near ÇSM*
Side events (open to all panelists)

August 28th

18:30-20:00  Public Lecture: “Globalization: Good or Evil?”
Building ÇSM, Room 404
Chair: Murat Borovali
Speakers: Akeel Bilgrami (Professor of Philosophy, Columbia University), Prabhat Patnaik (Professor of Economics, Jawaharlal Nehru University), Saskia Sassen (Professor of Sociology, Columbia University)

August 29th

14:30-18:00  Guided Tour of Old City
(with shuttle from venue and return to hotel and campus)
Fee: 35 euros; tickets sold at the registration desk on August 27th
See detailed information below.

Media
Press conference, round-table, interviews:
Please contact: Marc Fleurbaey (Steering Committee) mfleurba@princeton.edu and Deniz Gokce Inceoglu (Istanbul Bilgi University) deniz.inceoglu@bilgi.edu.tr.
Wifi connection: BilgiGuest network (no password)
GUIDED TOUR AUGUST 29th, AFTERNOON

Meet with Delano’s Professional English speaking guide in santralistanbul campus, our guide/s, who will assist you during your tour program.

**Time schedule**

14:15      Meet with the guide in santralistanbul campus
14:30 – 15:00  Drive to Old town
15:00 – 16:00  Visit of St. Sophia Museum
16:00 – 16:10  Walking to Hippodrome Square
16:10 – 16:45  Visit of the Hippodrome Square
16:45 – 17:00  Walk to the Grand Bazaar
17:00 – 18:00  Visit of Grand Bazaar
18:00 – 18:30  Back to the santralistanbul campus and Hilton Garden Inn Golden Horn Hotel.

**ST. SOPHIA (HAGIA SOPHIA) MUSEUM**

Originally a church converted into a mosque and now a museum, this superb building wins admiration for the splendor of its Byzantine artwork. First built by Emperor Constantine, then re-built by Emperor Justinianus in the 6th century, the Hagia Sophia was transformed into a mosque in the 15th century after the city was captured by the Ottomans who added its minarets and mausoleums. Today this magnificent example of architecture rises with dignity in the Old City.
Besides the dome, which wins admiration by its height and size, the mosaics and frescoes decorating the walls are unique examples of Byzantine art.

HIPPODROME SQUARE

Originally constructed by the Roman Emperor Septimus Severus back in 203 BC, the Hippodrome was the centre of secular life in Byzantium. Enlarged into a vast stadium to enable to seat 100,000 spectators by Emperor Constantine, among all the other entertainment activities the Hippodrome also the four-horsed chariots raced around beneath the gaze of the Byzantine emperors. The monuments of spina (central line), which survived until our days, are the Egyptian Obelisk, the Serpentine Column and Constantine’s Column.

GRAND BAZAAR

Shopping experience of a lifetime: the construction started in the 15th century, right after the conquest of Istanbul by Sultan Mehmet, and galleries were added during the years to form today's labyrinth of shops, grouped in streets according to the trade. Silver, jewelry, leather goods, carpets, antiques, copper, even furniture make the Bazaar even today a major shopping centre for natives and tourists.

Tours Rate:

Tour: € 35.00 per person

Included:

- Professional English Speaking guide
- Mentioned Museum’s entrance fees
- Deluxe vehicle and parking

Excluded

- Personal expenses
- Tips to guide and driver
TRANSPORTATION IN ISTANBUL

Security warning: according to some consulates, it is safer to avoid public transportation (subway, public bus) in Istanbul during the coming weeks; participants are advised to use the provided shuttles between hotel and venue, as well as yellow cabs (taksi).

**Airports:** Istanbul has two airports, the major Atatürk International Airport (IST) located in European side of the city, 23km (14 miles) west of the city center, reachable by metro; and Sabiha Gökçen Airport (SAW) on the east side of the city, Asian side. Taxis and public transport serve both airports, but a private transfer is a better way to go for some travellers.

**Taxis:** There are a lot of taxis in Istanbul, Turks use it a lot and you can catch one very easily. Taxis are yellow and you can see the word "Taksi" written on it, which means, "taxi" in Turkish. Use always your hotel service to call a taxi and if you are somewhere in the city, go to a 5 star hotel and ask for a taxi, they will help you. Taxis in Turkey are much cheaper than in Europe, and it is a way of transportation in Istanbul.

**Bus:** IETT city buses, tend to be slow and crowded, especially during the city's morning and evening commuter rushes. Use the Istanbulkart transit pass for city buses. Besides the IETT buses operated by the city government, Istanbul has private buses owned and operated by private individuals and companies in accordance with city regulations. These buses run on some of the busier routes, charging the same fares as municipal buses, but may allow you to pay your fare with Istanbulkart transit pass.

**Ferryboat:** Ferryboats are most enjoyable way to travel in Istanbul between the continent’s.

**Funicular:** runs between Kabataş on the European shore of the Bosphorus, south of Dolmabahçe Palace, and Taksim Square, the busy center of Beyoğlu.

HOW TO COME FROM AIRPORTS TO HILTON GARDEN INN GOLDEN HORN ISTANBUL HOTEL

**IPSP SHUTTLE**

Shuttles are organized for groups of participants arriving in the same range of time.

Most of the participants who have provided their airport and time of arrival will receive a separate invitation to meet a driver on their arrival.

Those who don’t receive such an invitation or whose flight suffers important delays and do not find the driver on their arrival are kindly requested to take another transportation such as a yellow taxi (see below information about taxis).

**AIRPORT SHUTTLE**

There are shuttle service from both airport to Taksim which belongs to municipality and called HAVATAS [http://havatas.com](http://havatas.com). Departure times are every 30 minutes from airport to Taksim. Taksim is the last stop and it is just 10 to 15 minutes by taxi to the hotel. You may find the google map link for Havatas Taksim Station to the Hotel; [https://goo.gl/maps/XwHJS](https://goo.gl/maps/XwHJS)

After arriving at Taksim, you may take a municipality bus and the bus numbers as followings: 54HS or 54HT or 36T. Drop the bus in Miniaturk Station.
One way cost of Havatas is 10.00TL per person and it is equal to USD4.00 / EUR3.50

Taxi from Havatas Last Stop to the Hotel is between 15.00TL and 20.00TL according to the traffic. Municipality bus ticket is 2.00TL with Istanbulkart.

**TAXI**

You may also find a taxi in the airports for 24hours.

From Ataturk Airport (IST) to Hilton Garden Inn Golden Horn Istanbul Hotel cost will be around 60.00TL, equal to USD25.00 / EUR20.00

From Sabiha Gokcen Airport (SAW) to Hilton Garden Inn Golden Horn Istanbul Hotel cost will be around 100.00TL, equal to USD40.00 / EUR35.00

If you will take a taxi from the airport, it is better to give below note to the driver:

**HILTON GARDEN INN GOLDEN HORN HOTEL**

**SUTLUCE, MINIATURK YANINDA, HALİÇ'TEKİ AKPARTI IL MERKEZ BINAI ARKASI**

We have several Hilton Hotels in Istanbul and please tell the driver to refer to the above note.

**BETWEEN HILTON GARDEN INN GOLDEN HORN ISTANBUL HOTEL AND BILGI UNIVERSITY SANTRALISTANBUL CAMPUS**

There will be shuttle buses from the hotel to the conference venue. An indicative timetable is provided in this program and is subject to revision. Please refer to the conference website for updates.

You also have a google map showing the campus and the hotel on the conference website.